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printing and pegging of the 3D assets and possible registration 
issues. 

 In scenes where one character is defi nitively leading the other 
one, it is an easy pipeline. However, what if this scene was a dance 
or a fi ght between characters? What if they had to tango? That 
would take more coordination between animators. More than 
likely one animator would lead and rough in where he or she 
expected the other character to be. The second animator would 
then take over and match where the fi rst animator indicated the 
character to be. If there were any discrepancies, there would have 
to be a back and forth between the animators. 

 Anytime the animation goes from one animator back to the 
other for tweaking, it can be considered a redo. It costs extra time 
and usually worries the art production manager. It is the fi rst part 
of the pipeline to be avoided. That does mean that usually each 
animator has only one shot to get the acting, registration, and 
timing correct and hope it matches to the character ’ s animation. 
However, if it is an  “ A ”  scene (a scene that is very important, like 
a moment scene with high emotion and story importance) or a 
scene where no discernable character leads the other, then the 
redos/tweaking should be allowed (within reason) to make sure 
the animation is acceptable.   

Take Note 

Remember, any tweaking between media means much more 
time will be needed to fi nish the scene. Factor that in when you are 
budgeting time for your personal fi lms. 

  3D LEADS 2D: ANIMATING A 3D CHARACTER 
WITH A 3D STAND-IN USING MAYA 

 This hands-on tutorial will walk you through the technical steps 
of animating our robot rig, creating a stand-in 3D object for our 
2D character, and constraining it to follow the robot ’ s hand. Then, 
you will bring the levels into Photoshop as reference and animate 
in Photoshop. 

   1.      Create a project.  Start Maya and create a new project for this 
lesson. Select  File  >  Project  >  New  …  . Save the project in a 
place where you will have plenty of disk space. Give it a 
name, click  Use Defaults  folder settings, and then click 
Accept . (Students, do not save directly to your fl ash drives. 
Use the local drive and back up to your FTP sites and fl ash 
drives at the end of your day.)  
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FIGURE 3.2      Our goal for this 
exercise, by Chelsey L. Cline.     

Trench Note 

You never want to think about losing data, and it happens to the 
best of us. A good rule that I use for important projects is to keep 
things local. Back up to a fl ash drive daily. Keep the fl ash drive  away
from your computer. Back up weekly to an FTP site in another state/
weather pattern. 

 For instance, when I lived in Florida my FTP site was out of 
reach of hurricanes. I ’ m ultra paranoid. I also keep an external 
hard drive and back it up bimonthly. During my thesis, I most 
ungracefully poured a glass of water onto my laptop. Luckily, 
I was able to revive the old friend once it had dried out and 
only had to reformat the drive. I lost very little work because 
I had backups. I hope you have the same self-made luck.   

Take Note 

Maya will happily save your fi le even if your computer or home 
directory has run out of disk space. It will not even complain. You won ’t
know you have run out of disk space (and have corrupted fi les) until 
the next time you open your scene. No amount of backups will save 
you from that! 

  2.      Open the fi le.  Open our robot rig.  File  >  Open Scene  …  , locate 
the rig  Robby_3DLeads2D_1.ma , and click  Open .  
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  3.      Select the character set mode.  In the bottom right-hand corner, 
select the character set for this rig:  Robby . This allows you to 
set keyframes and not worry about having the controls 
selected. If you are familiar with animating without character 
sets, feel free to do so. We will use character sets in this book. 
When the red arrow is on, you are using character sets to 
animate.  

  4.      Animating to the camera.  Because we have a camera set for 
this scene, we will use it to check our silhouettes. In the per-
spective window, click  Panels  >  Perspective  >  Render_Cam . 
Do not move  this camera. It is important to keep the rendering 
camera still during the animation process. Instead, we will set 
it aside so that we can animate to the camera. Animating to 
the camera means animating in the perspective, top, front, 
and side window with the ability to orbit around and looking 
at the Render_Cam to make sure the poses read well. Choose 
Panels  >  Tear Off Copy  …  . Now you have a free-fl oating panel 
of your render camera. Resize it and place it so that it is out 
of the way but still visible. (For those fortunate animators, 
place the panel on your second monitor.) In the Render_Cam 
panel, choose the following items so that you can get a clean 
silhouette view:
   a.     Under  Show , hide everything but the geometry. Make 

sure to check off  Manipulators .  
  b.     Press the  7  key on the keyboard. That puts you in lighting 

mode. Because we have no lights, your scene character 
should be in complete silhouette.      

FIGURE 3.3      A torn-off 
Render_Cam Panel, which 
we will use to check our 
silhouettes as we animate in 
the Perspective view.     
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  5.      Animate.  Now you are ready to animate the hand so that 
it starts at the bottom of the frame and lifts up to midchest 
level. Our animation lasts 18 frames. You can open  Robby_
3DLeads2D_2.mb  for an already animated version of Robby.  

  6.      Set frame rate.  What frame rate will you animate in? You need 
to make sure the time is correct and stays constant through-
out the production. In other words, right here is where you 
can mess things up! Take a moment and set the frame rate 
in the Animation Preferences  window, under  Settings >
Timeline  >  Playback speed . Ours is set to  Real-Time [24 fps] . 
At each step of the pipeline, we will need to make sure this is 
our frame per second.   

FIGURE 3.4      Keyframes of 
animated Robby hand.     

  7.      Import 2D ’ s 3D stand-in.  Now, import in the 2D character ’ s 
3D stand-in. Click File  >  Import …   and fi nd the fi le 
Roy_3DLeads2D_Standin.ma . Click  Import . Roy appears at 
the origin, beneath the robot. In the Perspective view, orbit 
around to see him.  

  8.      Constrain stand-in to follow the hand.  The stand-in character 
is a small rig itself, able to be animated in a limited fashion as 
reference for the 2D animator. You ’ ll notice Roy has a few 
controls to move his arms, legs, head, hips, and chest. There 
is also a small ring at his bottom titled  PLACE_ME .
   a.     Go to frame  one . Select Roy ’ s  “  Place_Me  ”  controller. 

Translate and rotate Roy into place in Rob Robot ’ s open 
hand.   
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FIGURE 3.5      Roy stand-in put in 
Rob Robot ’ s hand for frame 1.     

Take Note 

When you constrain objects, which order you select things is 
very important. You select them as Driver —Driven. You can select 
objects to be constrained to other objects. In this case, we had rigs 
with attaching controls that we used. 

  c.     In the  Animation  menu, select  Constrain  >  Parent
(option box).   

  d.     The default settings are just fi ne (you can click  edit >  rest 
settings  to get default settings). It is important that  Main-
tain Offset  is on.  

  e.     Click  Add .      

  b.     To make Roy follow Rob Robot ’ s animated hand, select 
Rob Robot ’ s  “  Attach_Here  ”  control (on the animated 
hand), hold shift , then select Roy ’ s  “  Place_Me  ”  control. 
Both controllers should be selected.  “ Attach_Here ”  will be 
white, and  “ Place_Me ”  should be green. This indicates 
that  “ Place_Me ”  was selected last.   
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FIGURE 3.6      Select 
 “ Attach_Here ”  and  “ Place_Me ”  

(Driver — Driven), then parent 
constrain the objects together.     

Take Note 

If you selected everything correctly and the pivot point of Roy ’s
“Place Me ” control is matched to Rob Robot ’s “Attach Here ” control, 
then Roy should sit in the palm of Rob Robot ’s hand and animate with 
him.

  10.      To aid the 2D animator, add a few keyframes for Roy.  Remem-
ber to not overlap the robot overtop of Roy in this animation. 
That would complicate our composite. We ’ ll get to that tech-
nique later.  

  11.      Save your fi le.  If you wish to see our completed fi le from this 
tutorial, view  Robby_3DLeads2D_3.mb .    

  Ones or Twos? 
 3D animators might not think of this at fi rst. 2D animators will 

ask this question immediately. 2D is normally drawn on twos. This 
means that every frame is held for two frames. Why? There is less 
to draw. Drawing something on ones, or a drawing for every single 
frame of fi lm, makes for very subtle movement and it is diffi cult 

FIGURE 3.7a      Roy now moves in 
Rob Robot ’ s hand.     

  9.      See Roy move in Rob Robot ’ s hand.  Scrub through or play the 
animation to see that Roy ’ s 3D stand-in does indeed sit in Rob 
Robot ’ s hand throughout the animation.   


